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BRAND PROMISE
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Importance of our Brand Promise
How to Use This Document

What Defines the 4-H Brand

This document provides a concise overview of our
brand promise and why it is so important to overall
communications about our brand to our core target
audience, 4-H alumni moms with school-aged children.

The 4-H brand is all about YOUTH EMPOWERMENT. We
Empower Youth With Skills to Lead For A Lifetime.

Our brand promise guides all 4-H communications,
partnerships and projects, ensuring they are consistent and
support a powerful movement that “Empowers Kids With
Skills to Lead For A Lifetime”.
For more information on how the brand promise fits within
our overall brand platform, please consult the 4-H Brand
Platform Guidelines.

What is a Brand
A brand is what a target audience (consumer, customer)
thinks of when he or she hears the brand name. It’s
everything the public thinks it knows about a name brand
offering. It is both factual (e.g. it produces tough, longlasting apparel from recycled material), and emotional (e.g.
It’s adventurous). Your brand exists only in someone’s mind
and creates a frame of mind that is unique, simple, concise,
aspirational, timeless, enduring and extendable versus your
brand name which exists objectively, physically—people can
see it. (Source: Scott Bedbury, Brand Guru. The man who
gave the world ‘Just Do It’ and Frappuccino)

What is a Brand Promise
A brand is a promise to consumers. It is our overarching
benefit and lead communication point to consumers. “This
is what we will deliver to you”.

Why it’s Important
Based on the brand promise, consumers develop
expectations for a brand - and assume their expectations
for a brand will be met. We need to ensure we are meeting
those consumer expectations or risk tarnishing our
reputation. In the case of 4-H, it sets the tone of what our
alumni mom can expect from 4-H—building relevance and
belief in 4-H as the nation’s most trusted positive youth
development organization.

4-H Brand Promise
4-H Empowers Kids With Skills to Lead For A Lifetime
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Competitive Examples
• BMW: “The Ultimate Driving Machine”
• Nike: “To bring inspiration and innovation to every
athlete in the world.”
• Starbucks: “To inspire and nurture the human spirit —
one person, one cup and one neighborhood at a time.”

• Be aware of opportunities to promote the 4-H brand
(example: Grow True Leaders Campaign,
National 4-H Week)
• Reflect the positive view of our belief in young people
• Be certain the 4-H Name and Emblem is visible and
prominent across all communications and collateral

• Coca-Cola: “To inspire moments of optimism and uplift.”

• Be informed and educated around telling your 4-H story
and empowering youth

• Google, “Provide access to the world’s information in
one click.”

• Seek opportunities to promote the 4-H brand by
wearing the 4-H clover

• Patagonia, “We provide for environmentally responsible
adventure.”

• Speak up if you see the brand being used incorrectly

What Does it Mean to be a 4-H Brand
Steward

• Connect to the brand. Follow 4-H on social media, signup for 4-H Professionals News & Notes, sign-up for the
Marketing Online Resource Center (MORC)

A brand steward is entrusted with caring for an asset that
is highly valued by a sizable consumer community, which
wishes for the product to continue to deliver the same, or
better, benefits.
Ways to be a 4-H Brand Steward:
• Adhere to the marketing brand checklist
• Use consistent language about the 4-H brand
• Know what our brand promise is and why it’s important
• Reference the brand platform, brand messaging and
style guide in your work
• Be comfortable with the 4-H elevator pitch
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Is My Project “On Brand”
Overview

Project Checklist

This section provides a checklist to help you ensure
that your project is consistent with 4-H Brand Platform
Guidelines.

Visual identity
• Have you incorporated brand imagery, typography,
colors, and logos etc.?

By following these guidelines, you help ensure 4-H
communications are consistent and illustrate 4-H’s brand
promise: “4-H Empowers Kids With Skills to Lead For A
Lifetime”.
Your director of Field Marketing & Training is happy to
review your project and provide guidance and input as to
whether or not it is “On Brand.” Please refer to the contact
list provided for your director’s information.
Please be sure to provide us with at least 72 hours lead time
to review before any deadlines you may have. Please also
keep in mind that the earlier you involve us in your project,
the earlier we’ll be able to help you catch any issues before
you incur delays or costs with your vendors.

• Have you kept enough white space around the 4-H or
4-H Grows Here logos?
• Are you using the correct brand templates?
• Are you following USDA brand guidelines?
Writing About 4-H
• Does your writing focus on empowering youth as the
core of what 4-H does or the need for empowered
youth as the core reason why 4-H is important?
• In speaking about what 4-H does, leaders with life
skills like confidence, independence, resilience and
compassion.
• Does your content speak positively about young people,
with an optimistic view of their potential to improve
their lives and communities?
• In explaining 4-H’s impact, do you refer to the most
recent statistics that are highlighted in the Brand
Message Platform.
• Do the examples or impact stories presented demonstrate
how youth are empowered with the skills to overcome
personal obstacles or to lead in their communities?
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• When writing about 4-H, are you consulting the 4-H
Brand Message Platform?
Presentations, Publications and Print
• Are you highlighting stories reinforcing the brand
promise that “4-H Empowers Kids With Skills To Lead
For A Lifetime”
• Are you highlighting stories that reinforce 4-H brand
attributes?
• Have you incorporated brand typography and colors?
• For any partnerships or sponsorships, have you included
non-endorsement language? No endorsement of these
partners’ products or services is granted or implied by
4‑H.
• Have you included USDA adherence language? 4-H
is the youth development program of our nation’s
Cooperative Extension System and USDA.
• Have you included appropriate 4-H logos with sufficient
clear space?
Have you consulted with your university/Cooperative
Extension staff to ensure that you have included appropriate
logos and/or language?

Advertising
• Does the key message in your ad reinforce the brand key
message? Ideally the story in every 4-H advertisement
should serves as a proof point for the larger brand idea.
• For any partnerships or sponsorships, have you included
non-endorsement language? No endorsement of these
partners’ products or services is granted or implied by
4‑H.
• Have you included USDA adherence language? 4-H
is the youth development program of our nation’s
Cooperative Extension System and USDA.
• Have you incorporated brand typography and colors?
• Have you included appropriate 4-H logos with sufficient
clear space?
Have you consulted with your university/Cooperative
Extension staff to ensure that you have included appropriate
logos and/or language?
Website Common Look & Feel (CLF)
• Does your content include relevant brand key words to
ensure your content is searchable online?
• Are you sharing out content reinforcing the brand
promise that “4-H Empowers Kids With Skills To Lead
For A Lifetime” ?
• Are you sharing out content reinforcing 4-H brand
attributes?
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Social Media
• Are you sharing out content reinforcing the brand
promise that “4-H Empowers Kids With Skills To Lead
For A Lifetime” ?
• Are you sharing out content reinforcing 4-H brand
attributes?
• Are you using the appropriate hashtags?
Video
• Are you telling stories, profiling people, and showing
visuals the brand promise that “4-H Empowers Kids
With Skills To Lead For A Lifetime” ?
• Are you telling stories, profiling people, and showing
visuals that reinforce the brand attributes?
• Have you incorporated brand logos and images into
your videos?
Photography
• Before doing/paying for a new shoot, have you searched
the MORC image database to see if photos that already
exist meet your needs?
• Have you obtained a signed Consent to Use of Image
form from all individuals clearly identifiable in your
photos?
• Are you adhering to 4-H image use specifications,
including photography style?
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BRAND PLATFORM
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What is a brand platform and how is it used?
• Establishes the brand identity.
• Defines an organization’s authentic, distinctive qualities that make a
difference for its target audience.
• Provides uniformity in the way an organization behaves and communicates
with the marketplace (tone, look & feel, messaging, impression)

Why does a brand platform matter?
• Adds credibility to an organization’s traditional “mission, vision, values”
brand positioning by transforming high-level branding strategies into
activities that matter to the target audience.

A brand platform helps build target audience
relationships by:
• Aligning management on key strategies to deliver differentiated value to the
target audience.
• Creating clear, consistent, compelling marketing messages and efficient
brand communications.
• Providing a clear reason for being—clearly illustrating a shared passion and
motivation with the target audience.
• Connecting employees’ behaviors to consistently deliver differentiated value
to the target audience.
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Brand Vision [Aspirational Goal]
Become the most trusted positive youth development organization in the nation

Brand Mission [What We Hope to Accomplish]
Provide 10 million kids nationwide with the skills they need to succeed in life today
and tomorrow

Brand Promise [Overarching Benefit]
4-H empowers kids with skills to lead for a lifetime

Brand Positioning [Competitive Positioning]
For alumni Gen X and Millennial moms who want their children to be responsible
and confident, 4-H is the ONLY PYD organization with proven hands-on expertise,
this 4-H experience is delivered by a community of more than 100 public
universities across the nation to empower her kids to truly lead in life, community
and career.

Brand Tagline [Encapsulates Brand: Succinct, Memorable, Descriptive]
4-H Grows Here (presence & relevance)

Brand Value Proposition [Consumer Value]
BEST QUALITY
• Our offering is: Hands-on learning for kids
• Including: Delivered by a network of top tier universities, and a robust
community of youth development professionals, parents and mentors
• That: Enables moms to provide her children with programs that build life skills
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Brand Pyramid Values [Resonate With Target Audience]
• Compassion (empathy, helping, working for the welfare of others)
• Confidence/Self-Esteem (self-assurance, self-worth)
• Hard Work/Determination (tenacity and grit)
• Respect (showing respect for other living things)
• Responsibility (capable, accountable)

Benefits—Product and Results [Emotional and Functional]
4-H fosters true leadership through its emphasis on critical building blocks:
Respect, confidence, responsibility, and compassion.
• Life skills
• Easy Access
• Community Impact
• Community Like Family
• Customizable Programs
• Legacy
• Sense of Responsibility
• Confidence Growth
• Learn Respect
• Compassion & Empathy
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Attributes of the Brand Personality [There are 5 brand personality
classifications: Sophisticated, Competent, Sincere, Rugged, Excitement]

4-H personality traits: Responsible, Empowering, Youthful, Wholesome,
Imaginative
• The 4-H brand is currently a Sincere & Competent brand.
• It will be a Competent, Sincere and Exciting brand. (Aspirational)
• It is not a Sophisticated or Tough brand.

Brand Personality—Brand Soul
[Summarizes the behavior & distinct impression that a brand should make]

We empower youth with skills to lead for a lifetime
“EMPOWERING”

Brand Voice [Is, Is Never]
• The brand IS: Responsible, intelligent, curious, authentic, approachable,
friendly, youthful, energetic & sincere
• The brand IS NEVER: Pretentious, naïve, insensitive, arrogant, crude or brash

Brand Messaging
[Important points to guide marketing copy that resonate with target audience]

See next page.
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IMPACT
HOW
WHAT
WHO

4-H is America’s largest
youth development
organization.

We empower young
people with the skills to
lead for a lifetime.

Youth collaborate with
caring adult mentors to
lead hands-on projects in
areas like science, health,
agriculture and citizenship.
Mentors provide a positive
environment where youth
learn by doing. This 4-H
experience is delivered by
a community of more than
100 public universities
across the nation.

This experience grows
leaders with life skills like
confidence, independence,
resilience and compassion.
This produces 4-H’ers who
are 4X more likely to give
back to their communities,
2X more likely to make
healthy decisions and
2X more likely to pursue
STEM opportunities.

GRAPHIC STANDARDS
AND STYLE GUIDE
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Our Emblem & Logos
The 4-H logo is our organization’s official identifying mark. The following section reflects National 4-H Council’s visual
brand standards. These are made available here for your reference, not as a requirement.

Emblem

4-H Grows Here
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Typography | Print & Web

Typography | Microsoft Office
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Color Palette
Adherence to a specified color palette is essential to effective branding because color provides an immediate and
powerful way to express meaning and message without words. When designing branded collateral, choose colors
from the palette below. Secondary colors are useful to draw attention, but should be used more sparingly. Tints of
the secondary colors may be used in increments of 10%.
Primary Colors

Secondary Colors

4-H Green
PMS 347
C100 M0 Y90 K0
R51 G153 B102
#339966

Light Green
PMS 360
C62 M0 Y78 K0
R97 G194 B80
#61C250

Lime
PMS 382
C28 M0 Y92 K0
R190 G214 B0
#BED600

Teal
PMS 3252
C54 M0 Y24 K0
R71 G213 B205
#47D5CD

Sky
PMS 7457
C17 M0 Y2 K0
R202 G227 B233
#CAE3E9

Slate
PMS 7544
C33 M14 Y11 K31
R137 G150 B160
#8996A0

White
C0 M0 Y0 K0
R255 G255 B255
#ffffff

Lemon
PMS 1225
C0 M17 Y68 K0
R255 G203 B79
#FFCB4F

Orange
PMS 1375
C0 M45 Y95 K0
R255 G160 B47
#FFA02F

Wheat
PMS Warm Gray 1
C2 M3 Y4 K5
R224 G222 B216
#E0DED8

4-H Text*
PMS 432
C67 M45 Y27 K70
R55 G66 B74
#37424A

4-H Metallic Gold
PMS 7544
PMS Print Only!

*Can be used as a
secondary color.

COLOR CODES SUCH AS “PMS 347” AND “C100 M0 Y90 K0” ARE PROVIDED FOR USE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN SOFTWARE TO ENSURE
UNIFORMITY ACROSS MULTIPLE PLATFORMS AND FORMATS. YOUR UNIVERSITY/COOPERATIVE EXTENSION STAFF MAY BE ABLE TO
ASSIST YOU WITH ANY QUESTIONS YOU HAVE ABOUT USING THESE COLOR CODES.
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Photography
A picture helps set the tone for the creative piece, here’s how to make yours a powerful image.
• Images should be well-lit, clear, and high-resolution.
• For the maximum impact, choose photos that are both emotionally compelling and content-specific.
• Prioritize professional, authentic photography with actual 4-H’ers over stock photography whenever possible.
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BRAND MESSAGE
PLATFORM
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IMPACT
HOW
WHAT
WHO

4-H is America’s largest
youth development
organization.

We empower young
people with the skills to
lead for a lifetime.

Youth collaborate with
caring adult mentors to
lead hands-on projects in
areas like science, health,
agriculture and citizenship.
Mentors provide a positive
environment where youth
learn by doing. This 4-H
experience is delivered by
a community of more than
100 public universities
across the nation.

This experience grows
leaders with life skills like
confidence, independence,
resilience and compassion.
This produces 4-H’ers who
are 4X more likely to give
back to their communities,
2X more likely to make
healthy decisions and
2X more likely to pursue
STEM opportunities.
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TOP-LINE MESSAGING COPY
For Summary, Lead-In Written Communications

About 4-H
In 4-H, we believe in the power of young people. We see that every child has valuable
strengths and real influence to improve the world around us. We are America’s
largest youth development organization—empowering nearly six million young
people across the U.S. with the skills to lead for a lifetime.

4-H Grows True Leaders
4-H empowers young people to be true leaders. True leaders are young people who
have confidence; know how to work well with others; can endure through challenges;
and will stick to a job until it gets done. In 4-H, we believe true leaders aren’t born—
they are grown. The 4-H experience is proven to grow true leaders with life skills like
confidence, independence, resilience and compassion.

American Youth Unprepared
Too many of America’s youth are lacking the opportunities that prepare them to lead
in life and career. They are missing experiences that grow the life skills they need—like
confidence, independence, resilience and compassion. Experiences where they have
the freedom to learn by doing, grow from failure, express their ideas and use their
influence to drive positive outcomes.
As a result, half of all high school students report they are not prepared to lead in
their life after high school—for college or career—and most are unsure about their
career path when they graduate.
It is a serious problem now that could escalate in the years to come, because
America needs more true leaders who are prepared and engaged to take on critical
challenges facing families, communities and businesses today.
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TOP-LINE MESSAGING COPY
For Summary, Lead-In Written Communications

The 4-H Experience
4-H is delivered by Cooperative Extension—a community of more than 100 public
universities across the nation that provides experiences where young people learn
by doing. Kids complete hands-on projects in areas like health, science, agriculture
and citizenship, in a positive environment where they receive guidance from adult
mentors and are encouraged to take on proactive leadership roles.
Kids experience 4-H in every county and parish in the country—through in-school
and after-school programs, school and community clubs and 4-H camps. These 4-H
experiences grow young people who are four times more likely to contribute to their
communities, two times more likely to make healthy decisions and two times more
likely to pursue STEM opportunities outside of school.
4-H’ers have risen to high points of achievement and leadership in virtually every
industry and sector. Including such “true leaders” as Grammy Award-winning singer
and actress Jennifer Nettles; Facebook executive and “News Feed” inventor Andrew
Bosworth; former U.S. vice president Al Gore; tech guru and founder of Aspera
Software Michelle Munson; business leader and CEO of the U.S. Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce Javier Palomarez; Retired NBA player and business entrepreneur Earvin
“Magic” Johnson; and former NASA Chief Astronaut Peggy Whitson, to name a few.
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MESSAGE
PLATFORM
SUPPORTING
POINTS
Who We Are
What We Do
How We Work
Why Our Work Matters
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WHO WE ARE
Our Core Beliefs
About Young People:
• In 4-H, we believe in the power of young people. We see that every child has
valuable strengths and real influence to improve the world around us.

About Leadership:
• 4-H empowers young people to be true leaders.
• 4-H believes true leaders aren’t born, they are grown.
• True leaders are young people who have confidence; know how to work well with
others; can endure through challenges; and will stick to a job until it gets done.
• The 4-H experience is proven to grow leaders with life skills like confidence,
independence, resilience and compassion.

About Youth Empowerment:
• In 4-H, empowerment comes from doing—not hand-holding, not lecturing,
not baby-sitting.
• It involves giving young people the guidance, tools and encouragement, and
then putting them in the driver’s seat to make great things happen.
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WHAT WE DO
OUR APPROACH:

The 4-H Way
• 4-H empowers young people with the skills to lead for a lifetime.
• The research-based 4-H experience includes a Caring Adult Relationship; a
Hands-On, Skill-Building Project; and a Meaningful Leadership opportunity.
• 4-H’ers learn by doing—with adults providing guidance, instead of directing;
asking questions, instead of giving answers; sitting in the passenger’s
seat while the young person takes the wheel; and sharing learnings and
encouragement if they make a wrong turn.
• This is the 4-H positive youth development approach that is proven to grow
life skills.
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HOW WE WORK
OUR DELIVERY SYSTEM:

The 4-H Community
• 4-H reaches nearly six million young people through Cooperative
Extension—a community of more than 100 public universities and more than
3,000 local offices.
• Programs are delivered by more than 3,500 trained 4-H professionals and more
than 500,000 volunteers who serve every county and parish in the country.
• Young people experience 4-H through school and community clubs, in-school
enrichment programs, 4-H Camps and after-school programs.
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HOW WE WORK
OUR BREADTH:

4-H Programming
Based on their interests and guided by adult mentors, youth develop their own
pathway in 4-H. They select from a broad menu of local 4-H programs. There are
hands-on, learn-by-doing, opportunities for everyone.
Programs include:
• Healthy Living projects from nutrition and fitness to cooking;
• Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) projects from aerospace
engineering and robotics to veterinary science and hydroponics;
• Agriculture projects from raising livestock to veterinary science;
• Business and Citizenship projects from public speaking and entrepreneurship
to personal finance and civic leadership; and
• Creative Arts projects from photography and film-making to theatre arts
and sewing.
Youth can concentrate on one focus area, or they can sample across the menu to
explore various opportunities throughout their 4-H experience.
Regardless of the project area, all 4-H programs include mentoring and career
readiness as core elements
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HOW WE WORK
OUR IMPACT:

4-H Outcomes
Independent research proves the unparalleled impact of the 4-H experience. 4-H’ers are:
• Four times more likely than peers to take action in their communities
• Two times more likely than peers to make healthy choices
• Two times more likely than peers to pursue STEM opportunities outside of school
4-H alumni show our impact. 4-H’ers have reached the highest points of achievement
in virtually every industry and sector. This includes:
• Andrew Bosworth, Facebook executive and “News Feed” inventor
• Anne Burrell, Food Network celebrity chef
• Drew Gilpin Faust, the president of Harvard University
• Al Gore, former U.S. vice president
• Nancy Grace, CNN Headline News host
• Temple Grandin, Ph.D., scholar and best-selling author
• Carla Hall, celebrity chef and TV personality
• Earvin “Magic” Johnson, retired NBA player and business entrepreneur
• Cathy McMorris Rodgers, U.S. Representative for Washington
• Jennifer Nettles, Grammy Award-winning singer, songwriter and actress
• Javier Palomarez, CEO of the U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
• Julia Roberts, Oscar Award-winning actress
• Terri Sewell, U.S. Representative for Alabama
• Herschel Walker, Heisman Trophy-winning football player
• Peggy Whitson, former NASA Chief Astronaut and first female commander of
the International Space Station
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WHY OUR WORK MATTERS
THE PROBLEM:

Youth Unprepared
Too many of America’s youth are lacking the opportunities that prepare them to lead
in life and career.
• They are missing experiences that grow the life skills they need—like
confidence, independence, resilience and compassion.
• These includes experiences where they have the freedom to learn by
doing, grow from failure, express their ideas and use their influence to drive
positive outcomes.
As a result, youth are saying that they feel unprepared to lead in life after school.
• Half of all high school students report they are not prepared for life after high
school—for college or career—and most are unsure about their career path
when they graduate.
Adults also feel youth are not prepared to thrive after school: Only 14 percent
of Americans—and only 11 percent of business leaders—strongly agree college
graduates have necessary skills for success. More than one-third of employers
globally reported talent shortages in 2014, citing lack of skills as the top reason.
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WHY OUR WORK MATTERS
Youth Not Engaged to Lead:
It is a serious problem now that could escalate in the years to come, because America
needs more true leaders who are prepared and engaged to take on critical challenges
facing families, communities and businesses today.
• Throughout our history, and at every positive turn of events, young people have
stepped up to this challenge.
• Youth have served on the frontlines—providing the kind of passion, innovation
and leadership to drive positive transformation whenever our country has
needed it most. The kind of youth leadership that our country needs now.
From the economy to education to health care, America is confronting several
priorities that could benefit from youth engagement now and solutions for tomorrow.
The same is true for young people themselves, who are facing real challenges today—
from stress and bullying to hunger and poverty.
• Stress— Young adults report the highest average levels of stress, and admit to
feeling the least equipped to manage their stress well.
• Bullying—Almost half of youth in grades 4-12 reported being bullied by other
students at school.
• Hunger— In 2014, one in six American households said there were times they
could not buy enough food to meet their families’ needs within that year.
• Poverty—For the first time in at least 50 years, the majority of U.S. public
school students are living in poverty.
• Obesity—In 2012, more than one-third of children and adolescents were
overweight or obese.
Sadly, too many of today’s youth are either not engaged to drive positive solutions
for the critical challenges facing our nation or not prepared with the skills they need
to lead today or tomorrow.
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WHY OUR WORK MATTERS
THE SOLUTION:
More young people need the kind of hands-on, youth development experiences that
4-H provides. Experiences where they can learn by doing, grow from failure, express
their ideas and use their influence to drive positive outcomes.
• These experiences are proven to grow life skills—like confidence, independence,
resilience and compassion—which are grown in stages and developed through
experiences, not instruction.
Too many young people are not receiving these experiences, in school or out of
school. Schools cannot do it alone.
• The expectations of schools are greater than ever, but the resources are
stagnant or declining in many states.
• As an organization founded by educators, 4-H knows schools cannot do it alone.
• Across the U.S., trained 4-H professionals and volunteers are partnering with
schools to empower millions of young people through classroom enrichment
and after-school programs.
• But schools need us to do more. They need us to join forces—youth
development organizations, corporate businesses, parents and government
leaders—to bring experiences that support and enhance what is happening in
the classroom.
In 4-H, this is what we do. We collaborate with schools, businesses, and other
community and youth development organizations to provide learn-by-doing
experiences that are proven to grow life skills.
• Experiences that empower young people to become true leaders—who
have confidence; know how to work well with others; can endure through
challenges; and will stick to a job until it gets done.
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DIGITAL STYLE GUIDE
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